Dynamic is the leading
enterprise software and
solutions company for
Health Plans managing
Medicare Advantage lines
of business.
As the Government
regulated healthcare
market evolves, Plans
must leverage their core
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competencies in order
to remain competitive,
while remaining compliant
and providing the highest
level of service to their
members.
Our extensive industry
experience, coupled with
a proven track record,
makes Dynamic the
premier solutions provider
for Health Plans looking for
a partner to help fill their
program gaps. Dynamic
focuses on the products,
technology and solutions for
clients so they in turn can

Dynamic’s integrated system
includes web-based software
modules for Enrollment, Premium
Billing, Reconciliation, Risk
Adjustment, EDPS and PDE
Management/Audit, which
offer cutting edge solutions for
today. As a thought leader in
the Government healthcare
solutions market, we continue
to strategically develop
broader, compliant solutions for
tomorrow — both in-house and
by partnering with recognized
industry leaders — providing a
complete system for our clients.

Meet the Dynamic team and you
will find industry experts who will
look at your Plan’s requirements,
both from the viewpoint of solving
your immediate needs as well
as keeping an eye on what is
needed to sustain long-term
growth and profitability.
Plans can leverage the expertise
of Dynamic‘s experienced
healthcare and technology
professionals when they need it
most. We understand that each
Health Plan’s situation is unique.
We listen, and then deliver
flexible solutions tailored to your
specific business goals.

focus on doing what they
do best – providing their
members with quality care.

949.333.4565
dynamichealthsys.com

Dynamic Healthcare Systems understands the challenges
Government regulated Health Plans face. Contact us today to
learn how our focused solutions can help solve your business
problems in today’s ever-changing healthcare environment.

DYNAMIC
SOLUTIONS
Reduce costs and maintain
compliance by automating
member eligibility verification
using Dynamic’s Enrollment
Module, which utilizes the CMSendorsed and recommended BEQ
process. The module supports
automated letter generation,
optimizes adjudication rates
(98% average) and provides
TRR processing.
Dynamic
D
nam has built a strategy
Dynamic’s Premium Billing
Module allows you to improve
compliance, member satisfaction,
and cash flow. The module
accurately tracks member dues
calculations, premium payments
(SSA, Direct Deposit, Lock box,
Manual Payments), and
overdue payments.

focused software combined with
unique, scalable, and flexible
delivery models. In addition,
we have established strategic
partnerships allowing us to
deliver synergistic and integrated
solutions. This provides
work with a consortium of subject
matter experts dedicated to
solving the complex compliance
and administrative challenges
of the Medicare, Medicaid, and
Exchange markets.

Kathy Feeny
President & CEO

Plans must collect, validate and
submit diagnostic data to CMS
to receive accurate premium
payments. Dynamic’s Risk
Adjustment Module allows Plans to
process and submit data, identify
missing and miscoded codes, and
manage their retrospective and
prospective programs.

Dynamic’s risk adjustment
program oversight services
creates and/or assesses Health
Plan risk adjustment strategies
and provides Plans with objective,
third-party insights into their
operations. These revenue
optimization services include a
comprehensive inspection of a
Health Plan’s risk adjustment
program and strategy.

around the development of

customers the opportunity to
Identify data and process
issues early using Dynamic’s
Reconciliation Module. Easily
locate and track member,
special status, and payment
discrepancies between your
MMR and internal data.

dynamichealthsys.com
949.333.4565

Plans may delegate the PDE
submission process to PBMs,
but responsibility for accuracy
remains with the Plan. Dynamic’s
PDE Management Module allows
Health Plans to monitor the
PDE data submission process
and verify that accurate data is
sent and stored. Additionally,
Plans can easily create internal
views of the cost and payment
calculations, and know that all
information reported in the PDE
data is correct.

We recognize that Health
Plan success depends on a
combination of superior software
and professional services. Our
team’s expertise in Medicare
Plan and Pharmacy Benefit
Management operations allows
us to partner with customers to
deliver the solutions they need
when they need them.

